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STANDARD FORM 115 (REV 3-91)  
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The Branch's responsibility is discovering and examining sites for new facilities. This includes evaluating proposals, preparing the necessary documentation, and, pursuant to ensuring that all environmental requirements are met, contracting for an environmental impact statement. If a site is chosen for an institution, the documentation is forwarded to Design and Construction Branch.

1. **GRAPHIC ARTS**

Beginning with the Philadelphia project (1995-6) the contractor/environmental consultant firm that works closely with the Branch began preparing visual information displays as follow-up illustration in those few cases where the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) revealed unique biological or historical characteristics at the site. These visual information displays are in addition to the EIS; that is, they are designed after the completion and submission of an EIS. The first poster was executed in black and white and served to demonstrate what the contractor could offer. All later visual information displays are in color. The visual information displays have limited distribution, primarily to interested parties within the Bureau, including the warden of the new institution.

These visual information displays do not become part of the EIS, nor do they go forward to the Design and Construction Branch. Intellectual property rights over the poster design for the first six visual information displays produced will reside with the contractor firm, but all subsequent EIS contracts will include the requirement for a poster if biological or historical data indicate the need. That task requirement will make the poster part of the final product and, as such, it will be the property of the U.S. Government.

**Disposition:** *PERMANENT.* One copy of all visual information displays currently on hand should be transferred to the National Archives, immediately.

*Subsequent visual information displays should be transferred to the National Archives upon receipt by the Branch or, alternatively, the contractor should be instructed to deposit two copies of each new poster with the National Archives at the same time it is sent to the Branch.*